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Famous CNN Architectures, Transfer Learning 

& Visualization of CNN models



Before we start with new topics

• Questions on home work?

• Download weights of the imageNet trained VGG16

docker pull oduerr/tf_docker:tf1_gpu_py3

Open «13-optimize-image.ipynb» and run the first two code cells:

from keras.applications.vgg16 import VGG16

model = VGG16(weights='imagenet', include_top=False)
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Projects

• Want to use CNNs? Do s.th. with image data
• Few image data to train a CNN? Do transfer learning (see today)
• Want to use visualization to understand what the CNN “sees”, “learns”?

Use methods presented today (lime, deep dreaming, occlustion …)
• Want to do s.th. with unlabeled data (clustering …) – see next week
Source for image data: Kaggle! …

• Want to do s.th. with series data: Use RNN, LSTM 
• Want to do s.th. with text: use word embedding and LSTM
• Want to do something with videos? Have a look here for keras

implementation: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeheTiBJ0Io&list=PLOU2XLYxmsIKGc_N
BoIhTn2Qhraji53cv&index=8



Topics

• Recap convolution, receptive field, stacked convolutions

• Famous CNN architectures

- LeNet, AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGG, Microsoft ResNet

• Transfer learning: Enhance classification in case of few training data 
– fine-tune only few layers of a pretrained CNNs for new tasks,

in practice often: use CNN feature representation for external classification

• Visualize CNN models 
– Visualize the image feature/patches that give rise for high activations of neuron

– visualize features that give rise for a classification decision (LIME)

• What is the connection between a CNN and neurons in the brain?
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Recap: Why do we want to use convolutional layer?
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• We do not want to work with templates but want to learn the features that 
a image is composed of.

• We want to learn hierarchical features capturing relative positions of the 
features it is composed of and more and more semantic meaning

• The classification should not depend on the location of the object in the 
image

• We want to exploit the information that is contained in the neighborhood 
structure of pixels in a image.

• In convolution we need much less weights than in fc layers, since the 
same filter-weights are used at all positions of the input volume.

feature map

filter

image

convolution



Reminder: Convolution with >1 input channel

filter/kernel
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The receptive field

For each pixel of a feature map  we can 
determine the connected area in the input 
image – this area in the input image is called 
receptive field. 

The receptive field of a neuron 
is the area in the original input image 
that impact the value of this neuron.

B1:mustache 
feature map

B2: eye feature map

C2: Oliver-face feature map

B1
A: input image
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C1 C1: Einstein-face feature map

B3: hair feature map

Filter cascade  across different 
channels can capture relative position 
of different features in input image.
Einstein-face-filter will have a high 
value at expected mustache position.



3) Suppose we stack three
3x3 conv layers (stride 1)

The area in the original input image that impact the value of a neuron in a 
deeper layer is called the receptive field of a neuron in this deeper layer. 

Determine the receptive field in the following situation:

Answer 2): 5x5

2) Suppose we stack two
3x3 conv layers (stride 1)

Answer 3): 7x7
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The receptive field after one or several stacked convolutions

1) Suppose we have one
7x7 conv layers (stride 1)

Answer 1): 7x7

image feature map

Code to determine size of receptive field: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/35582521/how-to-calculate-receptive-field-size



Suppose the input is H x W x D and we use convolutions with 
D filters yielding D output feature maps (stride 1, padding to preserve H, W)

How many weights do we need for a one convolution with 7 x 7 filter?

To achieve a receptive field of 7x7 we can also perform 
three stacked convolutions with 3 x 3 filter. 
How many weights do we need in this case?

D x (7 x 7 x D) = 49 D2

3 x D x (3 x 3 x D) = 27 D2

We prefer three stacked convolutions with 3 x 3 filter, since it needs 
for the same receptive field less parameters and includes more non-
linearity. 
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Compare convolution with a large filter to 
stacked convolutions with small filters

Slide credits (modified): cs231



LeNet-5 1998: first CNN for ZIP code recognition

Conv filters were 5x5, applied at stride 1
Subsampling (Pooling) layers were 2x2 applied at stride 2
i.e. architecture is [CONV-POOL-CONV-POOL-CONV-FC]

Image credits: http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/publis/pdf/lecun-98.pdf
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Yann LeCun developed in 1998 the first CNN 
for automatic ZIP code recognition

Publication: http://yann.lecun.org/exdb/publis/pdf/lecun-89e.pdf

In 1998 Yann LeCun was working at AT&T Bell Laboratory 
(now an American multinational telecommunications conglomerate) and 
became Director of AI Research at Facebook in late 2013.   
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LeNet-5 in action

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/lenet/index.html

activation maps
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Check out a simple live CNN & fill the gaps  
Follow the first link of day 5 on our course-webpage  “live cnn in browser” 
https://transcranial.github.io/keras-js/#/mnist-cnn
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“AlexNet”, 2012 winner of the imageNet challenge

A bit of a simplification, since Alex Net is build for 2 GPUs and normalization. Caffe code from here

Seminal paper. 26.2% error  16.5%
• Dropout 
• ReLU instead of sigmoid
• Used data augmentation techniques

• 5 conv layer (filter: 11x11, 5x5, 3x3, 3x3, 3x3) 

• Parallelisation on two GPUs
• Local Response Normalization (not used anymore) 

[Alex Krizhevsky et al., 2012
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• Rotate image within an angle range
• Flip image: left/right, up, down
• resize
• Take patches from images
• ….

Data augmentation: “generate more data”
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After 2012 architectures went towards small filters

Recall the power of small filters
Suppose input is H x W x D and we use convolutions with D filters
to preserve depth D (stride 1, padding “same”)

one CONV with 7 x 7 filters

Number of weights:
= D x (7 x 7 x D) = 49 D2

Number of multiply-adds:
= 49 HWD2

three CONV with 3 x 3 filters

Number of weights:
= 3 x D x (3 x 3 x D) = 27 D2

Number of multiply-adds:
= 27 HWD2

Slide credits (modified): cs231

Three stacked 3x3 convolutions need much less weights and computation steps 
than one 7x7 convolution by simultaneously having the same receptive field and 
providing more non-linearities.
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What is about filter size 1?
1x1 convolutions act only in depth dimension 

1x1 convolution act along a “fiber” in depth dimension across the channels.
1x1 convolution can make perfect sense and is an efficient way to reduce 
(or - less often used - increase) the depth dimension. 
Besides being used as reductions, they also include the use of rectified 
linear activation which makes them dual-purpose.

…

64 1x1

30 fibers

1x1 convolutions with 30 filters

64

28

28

30

28

28

must fit
Convolution2D(nb_filter=30, 

nb_col=1, nb_row= 1, 
border_mode=‘same‘)
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The power of 1x1 convolution

D

D/

D/

D
D

D/2

D/2
D

D

D

Instead of a single convolution with a 3x3 filter we can use a 
bottleneck sandwich of 1x1, 3x3, 1x1 filter that needs less parameters 
and simultaneously incorporates more non-linearity. 

9D2 weights

3.25D2 weights

Slide credits (modified): cs231 18



The power of 1x1 convolution ctnd.

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Instead of a single convolution with a 3x3 filter we can use a 
stack of 1x3 and a 3x1 filter that needs less parameters and 
simultaneously incorporates more non-linearity. 
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The idea of inception modules

Between two layers just do several operations in parallel: pooling and 1x1 
conv, and 3x3 and 5x5. “same”-conv and concatenate them together.
Benefit: total number of parameters is small, yet performance better.

Slide (modified) credit: Google MOOC on tensorflow 20



How to concatenate tensors of different dimensions?

Pseudo code for an example:
A = tensor of size (14, 14, 2) 

B = tensor of size (16, 16, 3) 

result = DepthConcat([A, B]) 

where result with have a 
height of 16, 
width of 16 and a 
depth of 5 (2 + 3)

DepthConcat needs to make the tensor the same in all, but the depth 
dimension:

The normal concatenate can't be used since the spatial dimensions of 
tensors to be concatenated are likely to have different values. To deal with 
this the largest spatial dimension is select and zero-padding around the 
smaller dimensions is added.

See: http://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/184823/how-does-the-depthconcat-operation-in-going-deeper-with-convolutions-work
21



Going deeper with convolution http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4842

The inception module (parallel and stacked convolutions and maxpooling) 

Few parameters, hard to train.

Comments see here

“GoogLeNet”, 2014 winner of the imageNet challenge
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Modern inception CNNs 
Use all tricks with small stacked and parallel convolutions

Szegedy et al.,  2015, “Rethinking the Inception Architecture for Computer Vision”
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• 2nd place in the imageNet challenge

• More traditional, easier to train

• More weights than GoogLeNet

• Small pooling

• Stacked 3x3 convolutions before maxpooling

-> large receptive field

• no strides (stride 1)

• ReLU after conv. and FC (batchnorm was not used)

• Pre-trainined model is available

http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.1556

“Oxford Net” or “VGG Net” 2014 2nd place

24



“VGG Net” exists in different flavors

25



“ResNet” from Microsoft 2015 winner of imageNet

ResNet basic design (VGG-style)
• add shortcut connections every two 
•   all 3x3 conv (almost) 
•   Simple design; just deep! 

Figure credits: K.He, X.Zhang, S.Ren, J.Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. 

The output is not only a transformation of the 
input, but the input plus a mapping of the input.
F(x) is a residual mapping w.r.t. identity 

152
layers
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Why is the “ResNet” so good? 

That is still an open research topic!

Li et al. DEMYSTIFYING RESNET, Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

“We show that with or without nonlinearities, by adding shortcuts that have 
depth two, the condition number of the Hessian of the loss function at the zero 
initial point is depth-invariant, which makes training very deep models no 
more difficult than shallow ones.” 

with ReLUs in mid positionwithout ReLUs in mid position

10        depth                200 10         depth               200

Initializing parameters with zero seems here to be essential (bad for other architectures). 

27



Figure credits: K.He, X.Zhang, S.Ren, J.Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015

Review of ImageNet winning CNN architectures

28



Use pre-trained CNNs for feature generation

224x224

4096 feature

fixed 
weights

- Load a pre-trained CNN – e.g.g VGG16

- Rescale image to required size (224x224 for VGG16)

- Do a forward pass and fetch 4096 features 
that are used as CNN representations, 
dump these features into a file on disk

- Use these CNN features for classification –
e.g. by a fc NN, RF, SVM …
(here it is easily possible to adapt to the new number of class labels)

- We can also use these CNN features for 
unsupervised learning such as clustering or 
2D visualization (e.g. t-SNE – see next lecture) 

Fetch this CNN feature vector for each image
29



Performance of off-the-shelf CNN features
when compared to tailored hand-crafted features 

CNN Features off-the-shelf: an Astounding Baseline for Recognition [Razavian et al, 2014]

tailored hand‐crafted features

“Astonishingly, we report consistent superior results compared to the highly tuned 
state-of-the-art systems in all the visual classification tasks on various datasets.”
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Transfer learning beyond using off-shelf CNN feature 

(learning rate =0)

e.g. medium data set (<1M images)

Slide credits (modified): cs231n

Similar task
(to imageNet challenge)

Very different task
(to imageNet challenge)

little 
data

Extract CNN 
representation of 
one top fc layer 
and use these 
features to train 
an external 
classifier

You are in trouble ‐
try to extract CNN 
representations 
from different 
stages and use 
them as input to 
new classifier

lots of 
data

Fine‐tune a few 
layers including 

few
convolutional 

layers

Fine‐tune a large 
number of layers

The strategy for fine-tuning depends on the 
size of the data set and the type of images: 
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Exercise: Use CNN features for classification of 8 celebs

Work through exercises 
’12_transfer_learning’

32

224x224

4096 feature

fixed 
weights

These CNN feature 
vectors have been 
fetched and stored for 
each image



How can a CNN model be visualized?

• Visualize filter weights (mainly useful in first layer)

• Visualize activation patterns that correspond to a specific input 
image in different layers and activation maps

• Receptive field

• Show images or image patches that lead to maximal activations in a 
certain activation map

• Synthesize images that lead to maximal activations in a certain activation 
map

• Occlusion Experiments, Saliency Maps, LIME

33



Visualize the weights used in filters

Filter weights from a trained  Alex Net 

Only in layer 1 the filter pattern correspond to extracted patterns in the image. 
In higher layers we can only check if patterns look noisy, which would indicate that 
the network that hasn’t been trained for long enough, or possibly with a too low 
regularization strength that may have led to overfitting.

Layer 1 Layer 2

Image credits: http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/ 34



Visualize the activation patterns 

conv conv conv conv conv conv
RELU RELU RELU RELU RELU RELU

pool pool pool

Activation maps in a CNN (with architecture [conv-relu-conv-relu-pool]x3-fc-softmax, for a total of 17 layers 

and 7000 parameters) on Cyfar10 images, with 10 classes: 
airplane, bird, car, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck.

35
http://cs231n.stanford.edu/

flatten,
add fc layer

10 classes



How can a CNN model be visualized?

36

• Visualize filter weights (mainly useful in first layer)

• Visualize activation patterns that correspond to a specific input 
image in different layers and activation maps

• Receptive field

• Show images or image patches that lead to maximal activations in a 
certain activation map

• Synthesize images that lead to maximal activations in a certain activation 
map

• Occlusion Experiments, Saliency Maps, LIME



https://www.topcoder.com/blog/convolutional-neural-network/

Receptive field 5x5 6x6 14*14

The receptive field is growing from layer to layer

16x16 24x24 32x32

Neurons from feature maps in higher layers have a larger receptive field 
than neurons sitting in feature maps of lower layers.

Figure credits: http://pubs.sciepub.com/ajme/2/7/9/figs
37

The receptive field of a neuron is the area in the original input image 
that impact the value of this neuron – “that can be seen by this neuron”.

Code to determine size of receptive field: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/35582521/how-to-calculate-receptive-field-size



Visualize patches that maximally activate neurons

256

pool 5

Alex Net like

http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/

38

Here we show image 
patches that activate 
neurons in layer 5 most.

256 feature maps generated by 256 different 3x3 filters. 
Each feature map consists of equivalent neurons looking 
at different positions of the input volume. 



What kind of image (patches) excites a certain neuron 
corresponding to a large activation in a feature map? 

image credit: cs231n

10 images from data set exciting the 
6 first neurons/filters in conv6 most

Alternative approach: Construct a synthetic image giving rise to an high mean 
activation in a selected  neuron-type/feature-map of a selected layer of the CNN.

39

10 images from data set exciting the 
6 first neurons/filters in conv9 most



Optimize image for a high activation of a selected neuron type 

Use a trained CNN with fixed weights.
Which content should the image have to get a high activation in this feature map?
We want to optimize the pixel values!

Forward pass up to this feature map

Set the gradient of neurons in 
this feature map to 1 and all 
other gradients to zero. Since 
all neurons in one feature map 
use the same filter, they will fire 
for the same image pattern.

…

image Gradient of mean activation A in the 
selected feature map with respect 
to the pixel values in the image.

( 1)

( )( ) ( 1) (A )
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p

pixel update

initialize with 
random values
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Exercise: optimize input images for neurons in VGG16

Work through exercises 
’13-exercises-optimized-image’

41

block 1

block 2

block 3

block 4

block 5

VGG16



What kind of image (patches) excites a certain neuron 
corresponding to a large activation in a feature map? 

image credit: cs231n

9 synthetic images, optimized 
for the 12 first neurons

9 images from data set exciting 
the 12 first neurons/filters most

1) Initialize image with random grey values
2) Set the gradient to this neuron =1 all others=0
3) Do a small “image update” (constrained to be smooth)
4) Forward the image through net – go back to 2)

Layer 3

42



How do we get nicer images with the optimization method?

- Update the image x with gradient from some unit of interest

- Blur the image a bit at each iteration step to achieve a smooth image

- Take any pixel with small norm to zero (to encourage sparsity)

[Understanding Neural Networks Through Deep Visualization, Yosinski et al. , 2015]

Enforce smoothness
via regularization or  
more explicit by 
blurring the 
optimized image at 
each iteration step.

Each column uses another regularization technique such as blur, L2 penalization …
Each of the four rows shows: no regularization (left), to strong regularization (right).
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What kind of synthesized image (patch) excites the neurons 
in layer1, layer2, layer3, layer4 ?

image credit: Stanford course cs231n

It is more instructive to visualize image-parts of input images that excite certain filter 
at deeper layers of a CNN instead of the filter pattern or observed activation maps.

Kernels from higher layers have a larger receptive field and are excited by more 
complex image content.

dog face
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Optimize image for a high class probability

Use a trained CNN with fixed weights.
Which content should the image have to get a high probability for class k?
We want to optimize the pixel values!

Forward pass up to this feature map

Set the gradient of 
neuron for class k to 
one and all other 
gradients to zero.

image Gradient of activation A in the 
selected softmax neuron with respect 
to the pixel values in the image.
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initialize with 
random values
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Optimize image for a high class probability

image credit: cs231n
Deep Inside Convolutional Networks: Visualising Image Classification Models and Saliency Maps
Karen Simonyan, Andrea Vedaldi, Andrew Zisserman, 2014

Synthetic images that maximize the probability for a selected class label
when using a CNN with fixed weights that were trained on imageNet data.
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Why very strange images can give clear cut classifications
Why clear-cut images can be easily manipulated fool a CNN

100% Sea snake Sea snake

false

dog

Why can a high accuracy CNN be easily fooled?

• It learns only in the subspace of the possible feature 
space where real instances occur

• primary cause of NN vulnerability to adversarial 
perturbation is their (local) linear nature

EXPLAINING AND HARNESSING ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES  [Goodfellow, Shlens & Szegedy, 2014]

This is not a special weakness of CNNs -
many other classifiers can also be easily be fooled
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Let’s fool a logistic regression

To determine the P(y=1|x,w,b=0) we calculate the class-1-score  z = dot product:
= -2 + 1 + 3 + 2 + 2 - 2 + 1 - 4 - 5 + 1 = -3  ~> P(y=1|x,w,b=0)=1/(1+e^(-(-3))) = 4.7%

Task: Construct an adversarial x’ that differs from x in each feature only by 0.5 
and leads to a P(y=1|x’,w,b=0) closer to 1 than to 0. 

Hint: Should we get a higher or lower z score to get a higher probability for class 1? 

original features x

fixed model weights w

adversarial feature x’

example credit: cs231n
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Which pixels are important for the classification?
Saliency Maps

image credit: cs231n

Deep Inside Convolutional Networks: Visualising Image Classification Models and Saliency 
Maps, Karen Simonyan, Andrea Vedaldi, Andrew Zisserman, 2014
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Forward image through trained CNN.
Start from softmax neuron of correct class and 
set its gradient to 1. Back-propagate the 
gradient through the CNN.

Visualize the gradient that arrives at the image 
as 2D heatmap (each pixel intensity 
corresponds to the absolute value of the 
gradients at this position maximized over the 
channels).

Determine the strength of the pixels influence 
on the correct class score:



Which pixels are important for the classification?
Occlusion experiments

Occlusion experiments [Zeiler & Fergus 2013]

image credit: cs231n 50

Occlude part of the image with a mask 
and check for each position of the mask 
how strongly the score for the correct 
class is changing.

Warning: 
Usefulness depends on application…



Which pixels are important for the classification?
LIME: Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations

51DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2939672.2939778 

-> presence of snow was used 
to distinguish wolf and husky

Idea: 
1) perturb interpretable features of the instance – e.g. 

randomly delete super-pixels in an image and track 
as perturbation vector such as (0,1,1,0,…,1)=x.

2) Classify perturbed instance by your model, here a 
CNN, and track the achieved classification-score=y 

3) Identify for which features/super-pixels the presence 
in the perturbed input version are important to get a 
high classification score (use RF or lasso for y~x)

-> Explain the CNN classification by showing instance-specific important features
visualize important feature allows to judge the individual classification

Don’t trust

trust trust trust

Tf, python code: https://github.com/marcotcr/lime -> image tutorial



CNN visualization tool
input image

synthetic images, optimized 
for the specified  neuron

neuron under 
investigation

Activation map 
produced by the 
indicated  neuron for 
this input image

(Deconvolved
image) 6 images from data 

set which excited 
this neuron most

Pixels in this 6  
images that excited 
this neuron most

we look at 
conv layer 5

Yosinski et al. 2015
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http://yosinski.com/deepvis#toolbox



Can we reconstruct the image from the CNN last layer code?

image credit: cs231n

Understanding Deep Image Representations by Inverting Them
[Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2014]

Reconstruction is only 
possible in layers code 
close to the input.
(e.g. in VGG16 the last layer code 
consists of 4096 numbers)

Images in quadrants all “look” the same 
to the CNN (same code in softmax layer).
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Deep dreaming starting from a selected feature map

Use a trained CNN with fixed weights. We feed an image and get activations A in of 
a ReLu units after a feature maps. We want to enhance image patterns for which 
the neurons in all the feature maps are already firing by optimizing the pixel values!

Forward pass up to this feature map

Forward the image up to ReLu after 
a selected feature-map. 
Set in this ReLu layer for all eurons
gradient = aggregated activation 
and do a backpropagation.

…

image Gradient = aggregated activation A of 
all neurons in the selected ReLu layer 
after a feature map are back-
propagated to the image.

( ) ( 1) ( )At t t
i ip p  pixel update

use real image

54
Aggregated activation means to square, power-transform and sum activations in the feature map. 
For keras code see: https://github.com/fchollet/keras/blob/master/examples/deep_dream.py



Let’s deep dream over a plate of spaghetti…

http://www.ucreative.com/inspiration/google-deep-dream-is-the-trippiest-thing-in-the-internet/

Deep Dream Grocery Trip Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgPaCWJL7XI
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Topics

• Famous CNN architectures

- LeNet, AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGG, Microsoft ResNet

• Transfer learning: Enhance classification in case of few training data 
– fine-tune only few layers of a pretrained CNNs for new tasks,

in practice often: use CNN feature representation for external classification

• Visualize CNN models 
– Visualize the image feature/patches that give rise for high activations of neuron

– visualize features that give rise for a classification decision (LIME)

• What is the connection between a CNN and neurons in the brain?
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Slide (modified) credits: Nando de Freitas

output y

What is the connection between CNNs and a brain?
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Experiments of Hubel and Wiesel performed in the 1960ties

1959
Receptive fields of single neurons 
in the cat’s striate cortex.

Certain neurons fired only if edges 
in certain orientations were 
presented to the cat.

Hubel and Wiesel received in 1981 
the Nobel price for their discovery.

Youtube video:
https://youtu.be/8VdFf3egwfg?t=1m10s
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Selectivity and Topographic maps in brain region V1

Slide (modified) credits: Nando de Freitas

Very similar to what is typically learned in the first layer of a CNN
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Organization of “visual” neurons in brain
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